metropole

CREATE YOUR OWN SOFA

Design for individualists
Hang out

Tailor made
SOFA

COMBINE YOUR OWN SOFA FROM A LARGE RANGE OF MODULES, A WIDE SELECTION OF LEATHER TYPES AND OPTIONAL LEGS TO FIT AND MATCH YOUR LIVING ROOM OR YOUR PERSONAL STYLE AND FAMILY SIZE.
NICE TO KNOW
ONLY CORNERS, LOUNGES AND CHAISE LONGUE SECTIONS HAVE TO BE MOUNTED UPON RECEIPT ENSURES AN EASY SET UP.

Relax
3 SEATER, CHAISE LONGUE WIDE

Take it easy!
3 SEATER, LOUNGE RIGHT
"I make no secret of the fact that I would rather lie on a sofa than sweep beneath it."

Shirley Conran

Corner
2 1/2 Seater, Corner, 2 1/2 Seater
Cool
3+ SEATER WITH ARMCUSHIONS

LENGTH 214 CM X 82 CM

LENGTH 380 CM X 82 CM

SEAT AND ARM SOLUTIONS
CHOOSE FROM TWO SEAT HEIGHTS 44 CM OR 41 CM TO FIND THE SIZE THAT FITS YOU AND SEVERAL ARM SOLUTIONS GIVING YOU YOUR PERSONAL AND UNIQUE COMBINATION.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DIFFERENT OPTIONS.
NO LIMIT …

USE YOUR IMAGINATION
– IT’S YOUR CHOICE!

CUSHIONS
CHOOSE BETWEEN SEVERAL CUSHION FILLINGS TO ACHIEVE THE REQUIRED COMFORT – SOFT OR COMFORT. TURNABLE CUSHIONS IN FABRIC ENSURES LONGER LASTING.
Large
CHAISE LONGUE, LOVESAT, 45 CORNER, 2 ½ SEATER, CORNER, 2 ½ SEATER

LENGTH 194 CM X 82 CM

SEVERAL LEGS, TO FIT THE INTERIOR OF YOUR HOME OR TO MATCH YOUR STYLE

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DIFFERENT OPTIONS.
Metropole is your personal choice, designed to fit your own style, taste and living room. Metropole is a range of sofa modules that can be combined with different angles, lengths, arms, legs and armcushions as you prefer. Metropole is made in fabric, microfiber or leather, just as you like it.

Stouby designs are created in conjunction with the front runners from a new generation of designers. Accordingly we set our very own standards for unique design which are made to be used and admired over and over again. We take pride in our hand built craftsmanship – every single piece of furniture is designed thoughtfully right down to the smallest detail.

Design: Verner Østergaard